
 

FFF crashes parties in Germany, accused of inaction on climate crisis 
 

-Fridays for Future, new school strike movement and REZO video turn elections- 
-the KEY POINT how to SOLVE the climate (and now ruling parties’) crisis- 

 
When Swedish schoolgirl Greta Thumberg started the Fridays for future school 
strike last August, sitting in front of parliament or town halls during school hours, 
demanding action on climate change, nobody really took notice. 
 
Fridays for future (FFF) has since become a movement in many countries, including 
Germany and the US. In the past several months, german politicians initially 
ridiculized the movement with “I don’t need school kids to tell me what to do, I have 
experts for that” (head of the liberal party) or “once you make your own money you 
will think differently”.  In retaliation, FFF organized a press conference in Berlin 
announcing scientists for future basically blessing the kids’ demands with “the kids 
are correct, we need bold action on climate change now to become carbon free or 
neutral by 2035” (to meet the 1.5 degrees lower goal of the Paris Agreement). 
Last Friday in May, just prior to the European elections, over 300,000 kids and 
parents went on strike in Germany, and 1.6 Million all over the world – a new 
movement as a result of 30 years of political inaction, and, still rising global carbon 
emissions, despite Paris. 
 
Earthquake in Germany 
The European parliament elections (and the 3 days before) were unprecedented 
for Germany, with dramatic losses for the two ruling parties that are in a coalition 
in Germany for years: The conservative CDU (christian democratic party) and the 
socialists SPD (social democratic party) lost big time; with 7% less for the 
conservatives down to 28%, and with an incredible 15% loss for the socialists down 
to merely 15%. How did that happen? 
 
§13 – youtube upload filter 
A youtube video. But, before talking about the video, let’s talk about a new 
European law known as §13 that enraged the YOUNG in March. The law was 
supposed to protect intellectual property by requiring youtube and others to 
install upload filters for third party content that their users would show without 



third party permission. The fear of the younger generation was that it would 
effectively shut down youtube and kill their very way of (digital) life!  
The YOUNG went to the streets and protested for weeks, collecting over 5 million 
signatures against §13. The reaction of the conservative party co-pushing the 
agenda, was to ridiculize and diffaming the young people like getting paid 250,- by 
youtube to protest, and of being full of bots according to Axel Voss of the 
conservatives. “I am a BOT!” and “F… Axel” were the next posters. Eventually the 
law passed and something remarkable happened – a full generation was furious – 
and politicized! 
 
And here is a story: My own son was just completing a masters in electrical 
engineering. He was politically rather liberal and conservative, so far, the economy 
had to work according to him. And this is not because of his parents. Even though 
we work in renewable energies, we’d rather discuss with our kids that each election 
is different and encourage them to rather evaluate the agenda of all parties before 
taking your voting decision on election day. Case-by-case. And despite the inherent 
Green Party support for renewable energies, my son has especially been critical of 
the Green Party, “lacking a viable economic agenda”, and “not really being green 
anymore” by lacking an outspoken environmental agenda and getting lost in 
unrelated and (in his view) much less relevant social topics.  
But, with the threat of upload filters for youtube he participated in protests on the 
streets, frequently talking about it in family discussions. “Axel Voss is an i….. as is 
his party” being a frequent comment. 
§13 eventually passed in parliament, and, the fury started. He stated in front of the 
whole family that he would “never again vote for the conservative party!! Not in 
his lifetime.” And that was not enough. In the following days he frequently came 
home announcing to have “explained §13” to a couple of friends and that he had 
been able to convince them to not vote for the conservatives anymore, but rather 
voting for – the Green Party! (that opposed §13) 
 
Fridays for Future (FFF)  
Meanwhile the Fridays for future movement was growing, and, even his younger 
12 year old brother started to participate. Not because of possibly encouraging 
family discussions, no no. When he filled out a survey he said that his older sister 
had convinced him that this is also about his future. And, with my older son furious 
about the conservatives, now all of our kids were protesting on Fridays.  
 



@the destruction of the CDU 
So, the 2 recent protests of the young generation, §13 and FFF, were predicted to 
cause small (at most moderate) losses to both ruling parties, the conservatives and 
the social democrats. And then youtuber REZO released a video on his music 
channel with 1 million followers. 3 days prior to the elections. The video was called 
@Die Zerstoerung der CDU (the destruction of the CDU). If you were german you 
would immediately sense the double meaning of “the CDU destroys” or “my video 
destroys the CDU” (1). Contrary to the New York Times summary (2), the 55min 
video was not mostly about the german “government denying war crime 
participation”, nor that the conservatives were in power for 29 out of the past 36 
years, and, hence, must be responsible for growing social injustice; the famous 
SCHERE (scissors), opening up more and more between the rich and the poor. And 
it was not really about the government lacking expertise on weed and addiction 
related topics. But, when the addiction envoy of the german government was asked 
about Portugal’s recent test program to decriminalize, she did not know about it, 
and, was declared by the video to be “incompetent” for the job.  
The video was mostly accusing the government to destroy the planet for the young 
generation by lack of bold action on climate change.  
And, it was about both, the social democrats and conservatives executing an 
agenda for the generation 60+, and, ignoring the YOUNG. The video is accusing 
politicians of their decade long inaction on climate change – destroying the planet 
for the YOUNG. And, that today’s climate reality and its consequences will be lived 
through by the YOUNG, and not by the (mostly old) politicians that will have died. 
Not so the YOUNG.  
The YOUNG hear from scientists about today’s climate reality and their 
generation’s dire perspectives with only 10 years left for action (IPCC report 
October 2018), to prevent the worst – irreversible climate crisis, the HEAT AGE. 
 
And, the video was about doing your job. It was about you and me and everybody 
else doing our job every day. And, if politicians would NOT do their job on climate 
action, obviously (in REZOs opinion) they are “incompetent”.  
And this word sticks with you – incompetent.  
REZO gesticulating heavily concludes with “don’t vote for the conservatives! Don’t 
vote for the social democrats!” (and certainly not for the climate deniers on the far 
right)”, because CDU and SPD are incompetent and destroy the planet for the 
YOUNG. 
 



New York Times misses the point 
As a sidenote, it is telling that even the New York Times missed out on this most 
relevant message of the REZO video, and the frequently cited FFF movement 
within. The word climate change or crisis did not even appear in their report (2). 
 
Masterpiece of ignorance 
With 3 million clicks in a few hours, the video goes viral. And what follows is a 
masterpiece of ignorance by the ruling parties. Both parties announce counter-
videos. Angela Merkel’s successor for the head of the christian conservative party, 
Angret Kramm-Karrenbauer (AKK / Angela Merkel still is chancellor of Germany) 
calls their youngest Congressman, 26 year old Philip Amtor to produce a counter-
video. Next day, Friday, everybody is anxiously awaiting the video, until the 
government decides to not release it. You can image social media responses of the 
YOUNG. Apparently they had nothing to say.  
The press in Germany goes nuts on Friday as well, with diffamation and alleged fact 
checks (and fact checking the biased fact checks) of REZOs 250 references. And with 
all the war cries and checking out innaccuracies in the press – finally Der Spiegel 
summarized it well, “if you only discuss about some (perhaps) partially inaccurate 
details – you really have found nothing against the message.”  
And on it goes. The christian conservative party leader AKK ridicules the video, 
“next time we are also responsible for the 7 biblical plagues (or what?)”. Remember 
this is a christian party with it’s leader talking - Soon the first social media 
comments surfaced with ”weren’t there 10 plagues in the bible?”. You simply 
could not resist to recall the word “incompetent” from the video! 
With all the media fuzz, another 80 youtubers publish a joint message on Friday 
“REZO is right, don’t vote for them!” REZO’s video has meanwhile reached 11 
million clicks. 
Even my 12 year old was half through it, when I myself heard about it, being in the 
US on travel. I certainly wished he would watch it completely, but I dare not to 
make any comments on it. Would he watch the full 55min? Hard to believe, with 
this youtuber just gesturing and talking with a few graphics? (No real action) 
 
On election day, Sunday, my 12-year old sends a message to Grandma and Grandpa 
and his aunt and uncle: He forwards the REZO video and urges them to watch the 
FULL video, BEFORE voting today. I almost couldn’t believe it. He did watch it. And 
he took action. A twelve-year old! 
 



The elections produced an earthquake as described, dramatic losses for the 
socialists and conservatives, and, the Green Party coming in second for the first 
time ever in national elections (the far right “only” at 10%).  
 
The party isn’t over yet. 
In the week following the elections, I asked myself, what would I do, if it was my 
party that had suffered such dramatic losses because of a youtube video accusing 
such party of incompetence for lack of action on climate change? For demanding 
bold action on climate? What would I do? What would any sensible party do? Take 
action. Of course. Make sure “incompetence” and “lack of bold action on climate 
change” is gone before the next elections happen (Germany has State elections in 
3 months, federal elections by 2021). 
You probably would not fuzz around. You would probably come up with a plan. You 
would probably start executing that plan. To counteract your opponents 
arguments. Something Angela Merkel actually is famous for. 
 
Merkel tactics 
How did Angela Merkel make sure the Green Party would stay small in the federal 
elections 2 years ago? (when FFF did not exist yet) 
Well, she took gay rights legislation proposed by the Greens and others and allowed 
it to be voted on – no partisan constraints. Gay rights passed – and so it passed 
away, the Green party’s main agenda item for the upcoming elections at the time. 
Consequently, the Greens came in only 5th, now the smallest party in the Bundestag 
(the german parliament). 
But Angela Merkel continues to stay out of the current debate, allowing AKK to 
handle issues. 
So what does AKK do? Does she take sweeping action to RECOGNIZE and SOLVE the 
climate (and her parties’) crisis? 
She does not. 
 
Free Speech 
AKK discusses the disastrous elections within the party council the following 
Monday and she speculates whether youtube shouldn’t be regulated (as is public 
television in Germany, but not so the press).  
Sorry what? You want upload filters for youtube and now you want to regulate 
free speech? I am actually speechless.  
 



Climate action - missing 
Then the known “climate cabinet” of the government adjourns a few days later (the 
4 climate relevant resorts are: traffic, environment, home building and economy) 
announcing that “it was good to finally all talk, but we couldn’t agree on anything 
(yet)”. Climate action missing.  
 
In a famous talkshow, Nordrhein-Westfalen’s powerful conservative governor 
Lachet (candidate successor for Angela Merkel in the upcoming primaries) states 
that with the greens coming in last in the federal elections only 2 years ago, “we 
could not know that climate change is important to voters”.  
What?  
Leaders or followers? 
You need voters to tell you what is important?  
 
Apparently, the urgency of climate reality has not reached the party.  
Apparently, they did not get the message, loud and clear.  
Apparently, maybe the conservatives should re-watch REZO’s video, and, please, 
pay attention to what intuitively comes to mind these days again and again 
–  “incompetent”. 
 
 
KEY POINT 
By the end of the week the pro-business wing of the conservative party proposes 
to postpone climate actions as it would hurt the economy.  
I am sitting here and watching this and simply cannot believe it: Do they not know 
how cheap renewables are? Didn’t they get this KEY POINT yet (3)? 
 
Why would we loose economic activity, if renewables are already cheaper than 
fossils?  
Why would we loose economic activity, if we keep paying more for costly fossil 
fuels? 
(let alone the annual $5 trillion in hidden subsidies for fossil fuels in health and 
climate mitigation costs, ontop and unaccounted for / IMF) 
 
Why would anybody completely ignore economic realities of renewables? We 
HAVE CHEAP renewables (4). We have them today, just look at the headlines: 
 



-shockingly low prices for wind&solar&battery combos in Colorado (Denver Post/5) 
-Northern Indiana (not southern!) utility NIPSO finds that replacing their 65% coal 
power (plants) is cheapest done with 1,500 MW new solar (IRP 2018 / It is official 
now: If solar is the cheapest source of energy in Northern Indiana, it is in all 50 
(mostly more southern) states as well!) (6) 
-record low renewable pricing in Germany in the 2017 auctions (BNA / Germany is 
a northern country said to be “a land without sun and without wind” alluding to 
the only moderate wind and solar resources – still producing CHEAPER renewables. 
Even in Germany!) (7) 
-record low wind and solar pricing in MEXICO, INDIA, CHINA, SPAIN, TURKEY, 
SOUTH AFRICA, BRAZIL, others (Bloomberg/8) 
-a new solar&battery combo plant in Nevada producing 100% solar power 
matching the utilities load profile for only 3.5 cents (8minute energy company (9), 
according to Bloomberg this is CHEAPER than any other new generation in the US 
like gas or coal or nuclear) 
 
The KEY POINT is that we have CHEAP RENEWABLES now. Bloomberg is releasing 
data every day on it.  
And just imagine what it means: After 30 years of inaction on climate change,  we 
finally have the solution in our hands. We can go for 100% CHEAP renewables 
NOW. Today. And fast.  
What are we waiting for? 
Perhaps the press and decision makers do simply not know about it yet, so let’s 
TALK ABOUT 100% CHEAP renewables! 
 
Coming back to the pro-business wing of the conservatives, accusing climate action 
to result in loss of economic activity. One might want to shout out: @it is exactly 
the other way around!  
 
If we don’t go for 100% CHEAP renewables, we will loose economic activity, 
because fossil fuels cost more now.  
If we don’t go for 100% CHEAP renewables, we will loose ecomomic acticity by 
paying 5 trillion in fossil pollution costs ontop. 
If we don’t go for 100% CHEAP renewables, we will actually loose economic activity 
literally. We will by loosing the economy of the land we loose. Simple climate 
reality. Literally loosing earth: The Island States and Miami (drowning), the Middle 



East (too hot to live) to name the first lost earth lands predicted for 2070 (within 
the lifetime of Millennials), and within the 2 degree Paris goal level.  
A recent US gov report predicts hundreds of billions of annual losses due to climate 
change disasters by 2100 (November 2018, released by the government on black 
friday). 
 
It is pretty clear and obvious (Bloomberg, NREL, others).  
If we don’t want to loose economic activity – we should quickly enable 100% CHEAP 
RENEWABLES!  
Levelizing the playing field for 100% CHEAP renewables (10). 
This is bold action on climate change. 
THE for-profit solution to climate change. 
Every politician can sell this to its’ voters! 
 
And guess what?  
Everybody can help with it: 
 
TALK ABOUT  
100% CHEAP  
RENEWABLES! 
 
Dr. Ingo Stuckmann 
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